LOCAL REVIEW

Horizon E75

FAR
HORIZONS

Horizon’s E-series yachts stay true to traditional lines while embracing all the
latest technology. This E75 is an impressive long-distance cruiser with loads of
room to share the experience.
STORY AND PHOTOS
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orizon Yachts was established in 1987
when John Lu, Gong Shan Chiai
and Cheng Shun Hui bought a giant
shipbuilding yard at auction. Based in Kaohsiung,
Taiwan, they set to building 40-foot boats, which
were rebadged under the Vista, Ranger and Royal
brands in the USA, Europe and Australia.
Lu admits he knew little about boat building,
despite his training as a naval architect but
he soon figured it out. He figured out a lot
more along the way, including how to survive
the Global Financial Crisis, the loss of his
significant brokers and a shift in sales from
America to Europe. Today Horizon is the
major Asian builder and is among the top ten
superyacht manufacturers worldwide, having
completed more than 190 boats in the over 105
foot superyacht threshold and nearly 800 yachts
in total.
The company is enormous, operating from
four independent yards totalling 110,000 square

CLOCKWISE FROM
OPPOSITE The classic
lines of the E75 hide contemporary construction methods;
The flybridge is a skipper’s
delight with all the bells and
whistles; Light wood finishes
extend throughout including
the wide and well-lit stairs

metres with 1100 employees, including 110
qualified engineers. Taiwan's wages are among
the highest in Asia, and the workforce operates
on a five-day week.
The latest model in Horizon’s E-series, the
E75, might not fit the superyacht category, but
by Australian standards, it's super impressive. At
75 feet in length with a $5 million price point,
the E75 ranks among our most exclusive.

CLASSIC STYLE

When Horizon lost most of their American
market after the GFC, they turned to Europe
for salvation, and their boats soon took on classic
European lines that have flowed through to the
entire E-series of flybridge cruisers. The 75 sits
in the middle of the E range that spans through
eight models from 56 to 98 feet, but the entire
range from Horizon is mind-boggling and
includes full-blooded expedition icebreakers and
edgy looking fast-displacement vessels.

The E-series is the most traditional in the
range, and, to my eye, the prettiest. It skirts the
line between conservative and modern, and
manages to look both sporty and purposeful. By
maintaining a broad appeal, it remains the most
popular offering from Horizon even as avantgarde boat design becomes the new norm.
A sharp entry and moderate flare give way to
prominent chines and a straight sheerline. The
superstructure rakes back over the flybridge roof
that sits lightly over dark wrap-around windows.

THE BUILD

If the E75 looks conventional, its underpinnings
are far from it. While other manufacturers were
licking their wounds or hiding during the GFC,
Horizon bosses used the lull to update their
procedures and put the house in order.
Lu started by cleaning up the factory and
procedures, issuing new uniforms and demanding
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the waste from production be moved daily. He
ordered a monster 5-axis CNC machine capable
of fabrication dies and moulds with .05mm
tolerance. The purchase cost over a million
dollars and required both the approval of the
US Department of Defence and a $100 million
building to house it. Even by Asian standards of
spending, it was a big deal.
Stick with me for a bit because there are
some acronyms coming up and I fear losing
the less technical among us, but it's essential
to understand where Horizon sits in the world
of big boats and in their understanding of
composite construction. In 2000 the Horizon
Group established Atech Composites as a
specialised company to produce the hull, decks
and superstructure of every boat. The new
company concentrated on developing appropriate
technologies and methods while the Horizon
shipyards completed the projects.
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“Horizon claims a casual elegance, and
that seems fitting for a space that would
equally welcome fine dining or laid back
summer fun”

HORIZON E75

inviting and roomy. Horizon claims a casual
elegance, and that seems fitting for a space that
would equally welcome fine dining or laidback
summer fun.
There is nothing of the FRP construction on
show with finely finished square timber mouldings
around the rectangular windows and oak
panelling on all walls. The windows allow views
and natural light, although overhead cupboards at
the kitchen and external superstructure forward
seem incongruous obstructions. A conceptual
light feature in the galley and a ceiling mirror at
the lounge add to the apartment atmosphere and
generosity of space.
To the front is an L-shaped leather lounge
with twin coffee tables and a raised U-shaped
dining area with great views through the
surrounding windows.

Facts & Figures
HORIZON E75

PRICED FROM

CLOCKWISE FROM BELOW The bridge galley makes relaxing in this area a little bit easier; The interior has an apartment like atmosphere and plenty of space; Residing between the cockpit and saloon the u-shaped galley is perfectly positioned for
entertaining and features quality, full-size appliances

$4.5m (dependant on the exchange
rate to USD)
OPTIONS FITTED Many including
hydraulic platform, twin helm chairs,
extra fuel tank, upgrade inverter,
custom countertops, Miele upgrade,
more.

PRICE AS TESTED
$5.8m

GENERAL

FRP
Passagemaker
LENGTH 22.86m (75’)
BEAM 5.4m (18’6”)
WEIGHT 56.1t
DRAFT 1.75m (5’9”)
MATERIAL

TYPE Monohull

CAPACITIES
PEOPLE

8+4 (night) 22 (day)
x 2 and 1800L
(6948L total)
WATER 1500L

FUEL 2574L

Atech utilises SCRIMP and VARTM in
their FRP procedures and conforms to ISO9000
standards through DNV and BV — please don't
leave, I'm nearly there.
Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FRP) is the base
material for the hull and superstructure and
includes a solid bottom, a cored cabin and deck
and carbon-reinforced flying bridge to keep weight
low. Horizon was the first Asian builder to use the
Seemann’s Composites Resin Infusion Moulding
Process (SCRIMP) to apply vacuum technology
to large moulds. The E75 hull, including all
stringers, is formed in a single process, which has
been improved by Horizon’s Vacuum Assisted
Resin Transfer Moulding (VARTM) process to
better distribute the resin in a 3D flow to internal
stiffeners.
Atech’s entry into the construction of highspeed train bodies, uncrewed aircraft in cooperation
with Airbus and giant wind turbine blades is
evidence of its competence and outreach.
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Along the way, Horizon achieved accreditation
from Lloyd's Register, Det Norske Veritas
(DNV) and Bureau Veritas (BV) so owners can
be confident in the safety and durability of their
purchase. The bottom line is, with their experience,
they build each boat to international standards
using the latest technology to ensure it’s built to
perform and last.

WELCOME ABOARD

Measuring 22.8 metres long and with a 5.4 metre
beam, the E75 is spacious and accommodating.
Three forward cabins offer luxurious overnight
arrangements, but there are rear crew quarters
and several options on lounges for casual visitors.
Most local owners would already have experience
on smaller vessels and would opt to run the boat
themselves so the crew quarters can be freed up for
younger family members.
The saloon deck has several secluded spaces for
entertaining, and the flybridge is both a skipper’s

delight and relaxation central when anchored.
A two metre long hydraulic platform blends
smoothly with the spacious cockpit to create a
swimming and diving area or open-air entertaining
space. A teak deck, Corian table for up to 10, a
fridge and a sink at the transom for fish cleaning
are all useful items and part of the test boat’s
options package.
Wide decks and rails above the scalloped
section of the cap rail amidships give safe access to
the bow where lounges and a sunpad add an extra
relaxing space.
Double sliding doors open to a U-shaped galley
with a breakfast bar for three and a walkway
through to the forward lounging area. A large
double door fridge and separate freezer drawer
combine with Miele appliances and vast bench
spaces to make the cook's task enjoyable while
keeping them in touch with the social scene.
Boasting light oak joinery and a dark timber
herringbone pattern on the floor, the saloon is

ENGINE
MAKE/MODEL

Caterpillar C18 x2

TYPE Diesel

RATED HP 1136hp

DISPLACEMENT 18L
WEIGHT 56t

GEAR RATIO 2.517:1

PROPELLER ZF Faster

inch

four-blade 42

MANUFACTURED BY
Vision Yachts Co Taiwan

SUPPLIED BY

Horizon Yachts Australia
44c, the Promenade, Hope Island Qld
4212
0424 658 100
Horizonyacht.com
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Sea Trials
Full fuel, light provisions and four persons on board
RPM

600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2300

SPEED (kt)

6
7.8
9.3
10.7
12.5
13.6
15.3
17.4
20.7
22.4

ECONOMY (L/h)

7
20
40
70
100
160
220
300
380
440

RANGE (nm)

5359
2437
1615
955
781
521
434
362
340
318

* Sea-trial data supplied by the author.
Range calculated leaving 10 per cent fuel in reserve.

Stairs to port lead to the main accommodation
below. A roomy VIP cabin in the bow has an
island queen bed and shares an ensuite with a
twin bunk layout, while the full-beam master
cabin is further back. This master is a highlight
with large windows each side, plenty of room to
move and luxururious appointments including
a recliner lounge each side, walk-in robe and
an ensuite with a his and her vanity and a large
shower. The ensuite sensibly separates the cabin
from the engine room for better sound insulation.
Let’s not forget the crew cabin because it's
better than it sounds. Equipped with Miele
washer and dryer, a bathroom and separate
shower, entry is from either a stairwell in the
saloon or from the transom.

TOP DOWN
The spacious Master includes
a walk-in robe, VIPs are
equally well treated in the
bow positioned suite

THE HELM DECK

The helm is integrated with the E75’s skylounge,
where a luxury enclosed interior leads onto an
open teak clad deck. The roof extends over an
exterior wet bar with icemaker and Rhino fridge
set into a U-shaped marble counter. Stainless steel
rails protect the rear section where sunbaking will
be a must. A hydraulic davit can lift up to 450kg
so it will easily handle larger tenders.
Inside is another dining table that can quickly
convert to a bed, while a day head in the opposite
corner will be handy for the crew on watch.
Two custom helm chairs finished in black leather,
sit behind a full-width dash where an imposing
complement of controls and screens match the
capability of this long-distance cruiser and include
a trio of 24in Hatteland Technology wide-screen.
Electronics include a 3D sounder, autopilot, open
array radar, sounders and world mapping.
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HORIZON E75

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT The standard engines produce a respectable max speed around 23kt, but there are options for those looking for
more; Optional additional guest accomodation is found in the space found outside the Master suite; Space to dance the night away

THE DRIVE

The test boat runs twin Caterpillar C18 ACERT
diesels rated to 1136hp for a maximum speed
around 23kt. Some may rank the C18's as
conservative for the E75's fifty-six tonne light
displacement, so there’s an optional MTU
10v1600 HP or MAN 12v1550HP engines that
would deliver an extra five–six knots if speed
is of the essence. I am sure the smaller engines
are perfect for most owners and would win with
their frugal economy.
We inched away from the dock with front and
rear hydraulic thrusters and the handheld Yacht
Controller turning the props. That’s not to say
getting the Horizon out of a confined dock on
a windy day wouldn’t be without some stress.
It’s for a good reason that most owners have
progressed through boats in the 50–60 foot range
and they soon learn to handle the extra size.
At a steady 10kt down Sydney Harbour, I saw
a combined fuel flow of 70L/h, which would
indicate a range of nearly 1000NM from the
7000L tank with 10 per cent in reserve. Opening
the taps, we soon reached a pleasant cruising
speed of 15kt at 1800rpm using 220L/h for a
range of 434NM.
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East of the Heads the sea was a sloppy 1.5m
on a 1m swell. The sharp entry and relatively
narrow beam/length ratio had us slicing
smoothly towards New Zealand at a steady 18kt
and loving it. Hefty Zero Speed stabilisers and
hydraulic interceptors held us steady when we
turned across the swell, and we held course easily.
Local Horizon International Australia
Director Mark Western, told me he brought the
boat down from the Gold coast for the Sydney
International Boat Show in 25 hours at a steady
18kt and used 5800L in the process. As they say,
if you have to ask how much fuel it uses, you
can’t afford it. For those who can, price starts
at $4.5 million. With several pages of options
included, the E75 as tested is $5.8 million.
The E75 deserves the mantle of one of the
most popular Horizon models to date because
they are proven world cruisers, consummate
entertainers with numerous entertainment spaces
and a superb finish. Most of the series have made
their way to Europe and the USA, but Australia
is home to over 90 Horizons.
Our review boat was hull number 77 of
the E75 series and has since found a home in
Western Australia where plans are afoot to cruise
the Kimberley coast. It should feel at home as
world-class passagemaker, and its owners should
feel at home in its spacious luxury.

ABOVE At 9 kts, our test
yacht will easily manage over
1600 NM thanks to the frugal
C18 Cat’s and slippery hull
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